Order Discounts Start at $500*
SPEND

SAVE

500 - $999.99

10%

1,000 - $2,499.99

15%

2,500 or more

20%

$

$

$

* Discount applied to the candy total

THE BENEFITS OF GIFTING WITH LAMMES

Get Even SWEETER
more than

130 years of expertise

Through five generations of leadership and innovation in the confectionery
industry, we’ve perfected the art of exceptional candy craftsmanship by
honoring our unique family recipes, time-proven heritage techniques, and
a tenacious commitment to quality.

personal gifting services
Whether you need to send a gift to one person or thousands,
our gifting specialists are here to assist you with selecting the perfect gifts,
placing your order, and shipping them with care.
See Insert for details.

premium, responsibly-sourced ingredients
Our legendary Texas Chewie® Pecan Pralines and signature confections
begin with ethical sourcing and long-standing relationships. As a certified
member of the GoTexan program, Lammes Candies exclusively supports
Texas pecan growers, a commitment we’ve honored for more than a
century. We also partner with family-owned Guittard to ensure that our
smooth, premium chocolate blend is cultivated from the most full flavored,
sustainably sourced cocoa beans.

■ We stand by every box of candy. See our Guarantee on Page 12 ■
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IT’S GOOD BUSINESS TO SEND

Texas Chewie® Pecan Pralines
Bite into a Texas Chewie® Pecan Praline and taste the rich, sweet
indulgent flavors of buttery caramel surrounding hearty Texas pecans,
kettle-cooked to perfection. No stringy syrup here – just bold nutty
caramel goodness. And a clean bite to boot! Our world-famous pralines
are the classic choice for impressing even the most critical tastes, and
will carry an extra touch of thoughtfulness that your friends, family,
and business associates deserve.

WON’T MELT IN SHIPPING!

lammes.com/pralines
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Texas Chewie® Pecan
Praline Gift Box
Our #1 best seller for more than
100 years! Ideal for every special
occasion, our classic boxes contain
individually wrapped pralines in
clear cellophane.
6 oz — 6 pieces — #440
1 lb — 15 pieces — #441
2 lb — 30 pieces — #442
3 lb — 45 pieces — #443
5 lb — 75 pieces — #444

Arrives in complimentary
gift wrap! Seasonal styles
will vary.

Praline Counter Box
Whether you’re handing out Chewies
at an event or adding to goody bags,
these are your best choice! Each
wrapped with our signature logo
and name printed on the wrapper.
24 oz — 24 pieces — #439

“

Lammes Pralines are delectable! The packaging is
beautiful and we have customers raving about the flavor.
This is our store’s go to Christmas gift service!
Brittany P., Store Source
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”

THE NEARLY OFFICIAL CHOCOLATE OF TEXAS:

Longhorns
In the 60’s we developed this mouth-watering treat, and it’s grown
quite the following ever since. Our Longhorns are made from plump,
tender pecans layered onto soft, chewy, golden caramel, then absolutely
smothered with our own unique blend of sweet, rich chocolate. Like all
Lammes confections, we keep our batches small and “taste test” them
every day to ensure our strict quality standards are upheld.

Milk Chocolate
Longhorn Gift Box
6 oz — 6-8 pieces — #507
12 oz — 15 pieces — #407
24 oz — 30 pieces — #408
36 oz — 45 pieces — #409
PREFER DARK CHOCOLATE? VISIT: lammes.com/longhorns
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“SHOULD I GET THE CHEWIE PRALINES OR LONGHORNS?”

You Can Have Both!
Feature Presentation
#1010

15 pieces of each candy share the
stage in this 30 piece box. Arrives gift
wrapped at no extra charge.

Texas Two-Step

#291

3 Texas Chewie® Pecan Pralines and
6 milk chocolate Longhorns in our
cowboy-theme Texas Two-Step.
(also available in mini favors, see pg. 9)

PREFER ALMONDS, PEANUTS, NO NUTS? WE DO THAT TOO! VISIT LAMMES.COM FOR MORE.

Traveling to Austin for your event?
We make things easy by arranging delivery to your hotel,
office, or venue! Just let us know which date you’d like your
order to be delivered, and if a certain time of day is preferred.
We’ll take care of the rest.
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Give the Gift of Good Taste
Fine work deserves a fine reward. We go the extra mile to ensure that
your business gifts - and your reputation - are in great hands.

“More thank yous than ever before.”

“A real Texas-style impression.”

“Lammes Candies brings name recognition,
product respect and renown. Since sending
out Lammes Candies, we have received more
“Thank yous” than ever before. We have
been very satisfied with Lammes Candies
throughout the entire process from ordering,
including our Christmas Cards in the boxes and
shipping on the agreed upon dates. Pam and
her team are easy to work with and make the
gift-giving process smooth and problem free.”

“Our company was in desperate need of the
perfect corporate gift. Since we’re located in
Texas, we wanted something to fit that theme
as well. Someone suggested Lammes Candies.
The Lammes Chewie Pralines fit our needs
perfectly! They’re delicious, they ship well,
and they make a real Texas-style impression.
The Lammes team made it all happen with
very little effort on our part and in quick
fashion. Problem solved! Our recipients were
delighted!”

CINDY B. | KIPP FLORES ARCHITECTS

JEFF B. | ROADVANTAGE

“Our Clients LOVE it.”

“I’m hooked!”

“Each year we send holiday packages filled to
the brim with Lammes Candies to our clients.
They LOVE it and they look forward to getting
their Lammes packages. We select the candy
and provide a mailing list - they do everything
else. We, and our clients, look forward to
many more years of Lammes delicious
Chewie Pralines and Longhorns making their
way to our clients’ door steps!”

“I received Texas Chewies from a client 15 years
ago, and I’ve been hooked ever since. Now I
bring them on all my client visits and especially
love that Chewies are easy to transport and do
not melt. Lammes Candies has consistently
delivered outstanding customer service,
quality and top notch candy!”
ED T. | FINANCIAL ADVISOR

SHERRY L. | APEX CAPITAL
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OUR UNFORGETTABLE SWEET STACKS

Keep You Top Of Mind
For a beautifully presented gift that delivers an even more memorable experience,
our Executive Sweet Stacks rank best in class.

Grand Executive

#876

- 3 lb Texas Chewie® Pecan Pralines
- 36 oz Milk Chocolate Longhorn
- 11 oz Choc’Adillos
- 13.5 oz Assorted Chocolates
- 10 oz Chocolate Covered Pralines
- 6 oz Divinity

Junior Executive

Signature Executive

#529

- 2 lb Texas Chewie® Pecan Pralines
- 24 oz Milk Chocolate Longhorn
- 11 oz Choc’Adillos
- 13.5 oz Assorted Chocolates
- 10 oz Chocolate Covered Pralines
- 6 oz Divinity

#354

- 1 lb Texas Chewie® Pecan Pralines
- 12 oz Milk Chocolate Longhorn
- 11 oz Choc’Adillos
- 10 oz Chocolate Covered Pralines
- 6 oz Divinity
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AUTHENTICALLY TEXAS TOKENS CREATE

Exceptional Moments
Event favors made to delight and surprise, for every occasion worth celebrating.

2 Piece Boxes

Premium Chocolate Bars

These pocket-sized mini favors leave a
BIG impression. Especially popular for
conferences and events. Choose from a
variety of designs and candy confections.

A sure way to sweeten a corporate deal.
Folks tell us Lammes chocolate bars are
the best they’ve ever tried! Choose from a
variety of flavors and wrapper designs.

lammes.com/minifavors

lammes.com/chocolatebars

S AVE

Case Packs
SAVE UP TO 20% when you order by
the case! Great for group ordering.
Must ship to one address.
lammes.com/casepacks

ODE TO AUSTIN

Signature Collection
This box contains our most popular confections and is inspired by our love
for Austin, TX. As a homegrown business that was around back when
ox-hauled carts used to roll down Congress Ave., we’ve seen a lot of
change over the century. From the growing skyline to the booming music,
arts, and tech scene that color our beautiful city, we still stand as a humble
candy company that embraces it all. This box would make the
perfect welcome gift for those new here, those who are homesick,
and for those who just love Austin as we do.

FIND OUT WHAT’S INSIDE:

lammes.com/austinbox
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THE FINISHING TOUCHES THAT

Reinforce Your Brand

logo sticker with lammes gift wrap
A round 3" sticker showcases your brand on our 1 lb. or larger Chewie Pralines
and our 12 oz. or larger Longhorns. Your gifts will be adorned in Lammes
seasonal wrapping paper and your custom designed sticker.
Add ribbon for an extra $0.60 per box!

custom

2 piece box

A round 2" sticker on our new custom 2-piece box. Available in
2-piece Praline, 2-piece Longhorn, or 2-piece Praline & Longhorn.

custom postcard boxes
Choose from a variety of postcard designs, or create your own! We’ll print
your artwork and insert them into a 6-piece Chewie Praline or 6-piece
Longhorn Postcard Box and ship to 1 address.
SEE LAMMES.COM/CUSTOM FOR MINIMUMS, LEAD TIME, PRICES & MORE.
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What you get with
LAMMES
You get a sweet taste of true Texas history. You get confections
produced by a company dedicated to quality, a sense of caring,
and family values among both co-workers and customers alike.
You get the very choicest, thoughtfully selected ingredients
available. You get a carefully guarded secret family recipe and an
even more carefully guarded reputation. Every time you bite into
a Lammes confection, the honor of a family is at stake.

— The Lammes Candies Family

Our Guarantee

Lammes Candies Since 1885, Inc. is committed to excellence in
both our candy quality and our customer service. We use only the
finest and freshest ingredients, packaging each box with care to
preserve the superior quality our customers have come to expect.
If your box does not meet these high standards, simply retain the
unused portion and contact us by phone at 512-310-1885 or email
us at mailorder@lammes.com.
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DISCOUNT TIERS*

			 $500 			 $999.99

Shipping & Sales Tax
NOT INCLUDED

2,500+

SAVE
10%

$18.60
$32.95
$53.95
$74.95
$114.75
$43.20

$16.74
$29.66
$48.56
$67.46
$103.28
$38.88

$15.81
$28.01
$45.86
$63.71
$97.54
$36.72

$14.88
$26.36
$43.16
$59.96
$91.80
$34.56

+S&H
+S&H
+S&H
+S&H
+S&H
+S&H

$18.25
$27.60
$40.45
$53.95

$16.43
$24.84
$36.41
$48.56

$15.51
$23.46
$34.38
$45.86

$14.60
$22.08
$32.36
$43.16

+S&H
+S&H
+S&H
+S&H

$46.95
$22.95

$42.26
$20.66

$39.91
$19.51

$37.56
$18.36

+S&H
+S&H

$235.95
$190.95
$120.95
$148.95
$69.95
$48.95

$212.36
$171.86
$108.86
$134.06
$62.96
$44.06

$200.56
$162.31
$102.81
$126.61
$59.46
$41.61

$188.76
$152.76
$96.76
$119.16
$55.96
$39.16

+S&H
+S&H
+S&H
+S&H
+S&H
+S&H

Everyday Gift Boxes
#878		 6 oz Praline, Case of 24
#882		 1 lb Praline, Case of 12
#810		 6 oz Milk Chocolate Longhorn, Case of 24
#814		 12 oz Milk Chocolate Longhorn, Case of 12
#644		 8.5 oz Austin Signature Collection, Case of 12
#340		 7.5 oz Texas Two-Step, Case of 12

$308.40
$329.40
$300.00
$265.20
$209.40
$209.40

$277.56
$296.46
$270.00
$238.68
$188.46
$188.46

$262.14
$279.99
$255.00
$225.42
$177.99
$177.99

$246.72
$263.52
$240.00
$212.16
$167.52
$167.52

+S&H
+S&H
+S&H
+S&H
+S&H
+S&H

2 Piece Boxes, Case of 48
		 2 oz Pralines (Classic or Texas Flag box)
		 1.5 oz Longhorns (Milk or Dark chocolate)
#515		 1.75 oz Texas Two-Step
#146		 2 oz Habanero Pralines

$195.60
$195.60
$219.60
$207.60

$176.04
$176.04
$197.64
$186.84

$166.26
$166.26
$186.66
$176.46

$156.48
$156.48
$175.68
$166.08

+S&H
+S&H
+S&H
+S&H

$70.00

$63.00

$59.50

$56.00

+S&H

$22.95

$20.66

$19.51

$18.36

+S&H

		

TEXAS CHEWIE® PECAN PRALINES (PG 4)
#440		 6 oz Praline Gift Box (6 pieces)
#441		 1 lb Praline Gift Box (15 pieces)
#442		 2 lb Praline Gift Box (30 pieces)
#443		 3 lb Praline Gift Box (45 pieces)
#444		 5 lb Praline Gift Box (75 pieces)
#439		 24 oz Counter Box (24 pieces)

SAVE
15%

$

Standard
Price**

		

Business
& Event
Gifting
VOLUME
PRICING

1,000 2,499.99

$
$

SAVE
20%

MILK CHOCOLATE LONGHORNS (PG 5)
#507		 6 oz Longhorn Gift Box (6-8 pieces)
#407		 12 oz Longhorn Gift Box (15 pieces) *Also in dark chocolate!
#408		 24 oz Longhorn Gift Box (30 pieces)
#409		 36 oz Longhorn Gift Box (45 pieces)

PRALINES & LONGHORNS (PG 6)
#1010		 26 oz Feature Presentation (30 pieces)
#291		 7.5 oz Texas Two-Step (9 pieces)

EXECUTIVE SWEET STACKS (PG 8)

VISIT US ONLINE FOR
MORE HANDCRAFTED
CHOCOLATES, PLUS
CARAMELS, BRITTLE &
TAFFIES!
WWW.LAMMES.COM

FOR MORE CASE PACK
OPTIONS, VISIT:
LAMMES.COM/CASEPACKS
* The discount applies to the candy only,
excludes shipping and sales tax
** Includes handling. Savings apply if picked
up from our North Austin office

#876		 124.5 oz Grand Executive
#529		 91 oz Signature Executive
#354		 55 oz Junior Executive
#1232		 80 oz Heat-Friendly Executive
#15018		 Apprentice Stack (12 minimum)
#15017		 Sweet Ensemble Stack (12 minimum)

CASE PACKS (PG 9)

Chocolate Bars, Case of 40
		 Choose from Texas Theme milk chocolate,
		 crispy rice, peanut butter, caramel & more

SIGNATURE COLLECTION (PG 10)
#1285		 8.5 oz Austin Signature Collection (9 pieces)

CUSTOM (PG 11)

CALL TOLL FREE
800-252-1885

AUSTIN 512-310-1885
FAX 512-310-2280
EMAIL
mailorder@lammes.com

**Customizations do not qualify for discounts

Custom 2 Piece Boxes ($35 setup fee / 48 box minimum)
#372		 2 oz Pralines
#524		 1.5 oz Milk Chocolate Longhorns
#728		 1.75 oz Praline & Milk Chocolate Longhorn

$3.85
$3.85
$4.25

Visit lammes.com/custom for pricing,
minimums, lead time & more.

Custom Postcard Boxes ($45 setup fee / 12 box minimum)
#1156		 6 oz Pralines (6 pieces)
$18.60
#1157		 4.5 oz Longhorns (6 pieces)
$16.75
#70022		 Add On: Custom Postcard
$1.85 each (Fee waived if you provide your own postcards)
Logo sticker with Lammes gift wrap, OR Logo sticker with Lammes gift wrap PLUS ribbon
10/24/22

Save Time & Send Lammes Your Gift List!
When shipping gifts to MORE THAN TEN ADDRESSES, we highly recommend completing our
volume gifting order form to ensure accurate and speedy processing.
Download at LAMMES.COM/ORDERFORM

Download
Order Form

Select Gifts &
Enter Recipient
Info

Choose Ship
Dates & Write
Greetings

Email Form &
You’re Done
mailorder@lammes.com

Once received, we will promptly review and contact you with a final price quote & order summary before taking payment.

PAYMENT METHODS

We gladly accept Visa, Mastercard, American Express, and Discover.
Mailed-in checks payable to Lammes Candies, Attn: Mail Order.

MULTIPLE RECIPIENT SHIPPING

Whether you’re sending Lammes Candies to a few people or thousands,
our gifting services are here to make ordering and shipping directly to your
recipients smooth and stress-free! Simply send us your candy selections
and mailing list, we’ll provide a quote before finalizing payment. Our team
will then adorn each gift in seasonal wrapping paper, include your message
greetings, and ship them to each address with care on the date you request.

ADDITIONAL SHIPPING INFORMATION

QUESTIONS & CUSTOMER SERVICE

Our friendly gifting specialists & customer care team are 100% Austin based.
Contact us for assistance in placing an order or to answer inquiries about our
products and services.
STANDARD HOURS* Monday - Friday 8 AM - 5 PM CST
*Extended Holiday hours may go into effect mid November – December
CALL
EMAIL
FAX
MAIL

SHIPPING RATES
All shipping rates are pulled directly from UPS for street addresses and USPS
for P.O. Box, APO and international addresses. The carrier’s published rates
are determined by package weight and destination for each unique shipping
address. We will provide you with the rates after we receive your gift list, or
you can find them by entering the order at www.lammes.com.
“SHIP DATE” vs. DELIVERY DATE
Our Ship Date is the date you are requesting us to ship your order, not the
delivery date. Unless a specific shipping date is requested, we will ship
immediately. For holiday ordering, simply tell us to “Deliver by Christmas/
Thanksgiving,” etc. and we’ll make sure all gifts are shipped in a timely
manner!
BAD WEATHER & OTHER DELAYS
Lammes Candies is not responsible for weather delays experienced by UPS/
USPS, or other unforeseen delays & issues by the carrier which are outside
of our control.
ADDRESS ACCURACY
Please verify that all addresses are up-to-date and correct; package rerouting and reshipments will result in additional costs. Lammes Candies
will not issue refunds or replace damaged gifts resulting from an incorrect
address, the recipient not being home, or the receiver moving.
WARM WEATHER SHIPPING
Chocolate will melt when exposed to temperatures above 72° F. To prevent
melting during our warm months, effective April – November all orders
containing meltable products must ship with an ice pack for an additional
fee and may require 2nd Day delivery if shipping outside of Texas. Most
meltables will ship Monday - Wednesday. During the Summer, we highly
recommend our non-meltable Texas Chewies!
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING
Orders shipping outside the continental USA will be sent via USPS. We cannot
estimate delivery dates or anticipate customs charges. During our Summer
months, we can only ship our non-meltable candies internationally.
For a full list of non-meltables, visit lammes.com/WarmWeatherFriendly

(512) 310-1885, or toll-free at 1 (800) 252-1885
mailorder@lammes.com
(512) 310-2280
Lammes Candies, Attn: Mail Order,
P.O. BOX 1885 Austin, TX 78767-1885

ORDER NOW. SHIP LATER.

Preparing your holiday gifts in advance? Place the order today and
we can delay shipping days, weeks, or even months later so that
they all arrive fresh and on time!

ORDER PICKUP

Contact us if you are interested in picking up a large order from our North
Austin office instead of having it shipped. Savings will apply!

SALES TAX

Please note that all orders shipping or picked up within Texas will be charged
8.25% sales tax. Organizations seeking sales tax exemption must provide
a properly completed Texas Sales & Use Tax Exemption Certificate for
consideration prior to placing an order. Contact us for more information.

ALLERGEN STATEMENT

Our confections are manufactured on equipment that processes peanuts,
tree nuts, egg, and wheat.

OUR RETAIL SHOPS

To shop our full line of delicious confections - including truffles, fudge, toffee,
bulk candies & more - visit one of our 4 local stores! Please note that we can
only ship the confections listed in this catalog and online at
www.lammes.com.
•
•
•
•

5330 Airport Blvd, Austin, TX 78751
Lakeline Mall (next to Macy’s entrance)
2927A West Anderson Lane, Austin, TX 78757 (Hillside Center)
110 N-135 Round Rock, TX, 78681 (The Market at Round Rock)

